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ABSTRACT

Acoustic tomography of the atmospheric surface layer (ASL) is based on measurements of travel times of sound propagation between speakers and microphones, which constitute a tomography array. The temperature and wind velocity fields inside the tomographic region affect the travel times and can be reconstructed using different inverse algorithms. An array for acoustic tomography of the ASL has recently been built at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO), CO, USA. The array consists of three speaker and five microphone towers located along the perimeter of a square with side length of 80 m. Speakers and microphones are connected via underground cables to the central command and data acquisition computer and other equipment located in a small modular building at the BAO. Using the BAO tomography array, the travel times of sound impulses between the speakers and microphones have been measured and analyzed. Subsequent reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields is done with a recently developed time-dependent stochastic inversion. Examples of the reconstructed turbulence fields are presented and analyzed. Other developments in acoustic tomography are briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic travel-time tomography of the atmospheric surface layer (ASL) is based on measurements of travel times of sound propagation between acoustic sources (usually, speakers) and microphones. Then, the temperature and wind velocity fields inside the tomographic region (area or volume) are reconstructed using different inverse algorithms. Improved knowledge about these fields is important for boundary layer meteorology, theories of turbulence, studies of sound and electromagnetic wave propagation in a turbulent atmosphere, etc. Acoustic tomography of the ASL has certain advantages [1] in comparison with point measurements of temperature and wind velocity using conventional meteorological devices.

The first experimental implementation of acoustic tomography of the ASL was done by Wilson and Thomson [2]. Since the mid 1990’s, many outdoor and indoor acoustic tomography experiments have been performed by scientists from the University of Leipzig, Germany, e.g., see [3,4]. At the end of the 2010’s, an array for acoustic tomography of the ASL was built [1,5] at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO), near Boulder, CO, USA. The BAO is a premier meteorological site with many instrumentation for measurements of parameters of the atmospheric boundary layer.

In Sec. 2, the layout and principle of operation of the BAO acoustic tomography array are briefly discussed. A recently developed time-dependent stochastic inversion (TDSI) algorithm for reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields from the travel times of sound propagation is outlined in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, examples of the temperature and velocity fields reconstructed with the BAO array and TDSI algorithm are presented and discussed. In Sec. 5, other recent developments in acoustic tomography are outlined. In Sec. 6, the results obtained in the paper are summarized.

2. BAO ACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY ARRAY

The BAO acoustic tomography array consists of three speaker and five microphone towers located along the perimeter of a square with side length of 80 m. The towers are 9.1 m high; their \((x, y)\) coordinates in a horizontal plane are shown in Fig. 1. Speakers and microphones are located on the towers at three adjustable levels ranging from about 3 to 9 m. Transducers at the upper level of the towers have been used so far for transmission and reception of acoustic signals, thus enabling 2D, horizontal slice tomography. Speakers and microphones are connected via underground cables to equipment inside a small modular building at the BAO: microphone filters, powers amplifiers, A/D interfaces, a central control and data acquisition computer, and an uninterruptible power supply.

Software was developed to run acoustic tomography experiments from the central computer and to store all
data on the computer. The software allows choosing the form of a transmitted signal (with a length of about 30 ms) and the duration of an experiment (from 1 min to a few hours). In the current design, three speakers are activated in a sequence with 0.5 s delay. Five microphones record these signals. The travel times $\tau_i$ of sound propagation along different sound propagation paths are determined by the cross-correlation of the transmitted and received signals. Here, the subscript $i = 1, 2, ..., 15$ indicates a particular path shown in Fig. 1.

The temperature $T(x, y, t)$ and wind velocity $\vec{v}(x, y, t)$ fields inside the BAO tomography array are reconstructed from the measured travel times $\tau_i$ using the TDSI algorithm (explained in the next section). Here, $t$ is time.

![Figure 1. Location of eight towers of the BAO acoustic tomography array in a horizontal plane. Green lines indicate sound propagation paths from speakers (red circles) to microphones (blue squares).](image)

To the best of our knowledge, the BAO tomography array is currently the only operational array for acoustic tomography of the ASL. The speakers and microphones are permanently installed on the towers. This allows continuous monitoring of the temperature and wind velocity fields. All previous tomography arrays were dismantled after a short time of operation.

Efforts are underway to upgrade capabilities of the BAO tomography array. Two new towers have been already mounted and connected via underground cables with the BAO modular building. All towers, except one in the middle of the array, will have both a speaker and microphone installed at the upper level of the array that will increase the number of sound propagation paths and allow reciprocal transmission. A sonic anemometer and thermometer probe will be installed on the tower, which is located in the middle of the array. A new PC and better A/D interfaces will be used to improve synchronization in transmitting and recording of acoustic signals, and to make more accurate measurements of the travel times.

3. TDSI ALGORITHM

In the TDSI algorithm, the temperature and wind velocity fields are expressed as sums of the mean fields and the fluctuations: $T(x, y, t) = T_0(t) + T_1(x, y, t)$, $\vec{v}(x, y, t) = \vec{v}_0(t) + \vec{v}_1(x, y, t)$.

The main idea of TDSI is to measure the travel times $\tau_i$ repeatedly at the time moments $t_1$, $t_2$, ..., $t_n$, where $n$ is the number of travel time measurements, and to assume that the temperature and velocity fluctuations are random fields with known spatial-temporal correlation functions. Using $n$ sets of the travel times $\tau_i$ as input data, the $T_1(x, y, t)$ and $\vec{v}_1(x, y, t)$ fields are reconstructed with approaches developed in [6-9]. By repeated measurements of the travel times, TDSI increases the number of data used in the inversion without increasing the number of speakers and microphones, i.e., the number of sound propagation paths. Numerical results showed that TDSI allows better reconstruction of the temperature and velocity fields than other algorithms do, for example, stochastic inversion.

The developed TDSI was applied to numerical simulations of the BAO acoustic tomography array. In the simulations, the temperature and velocity fields were modeled with large eddy simulations (LES). The results obtained showed that the mean temperature and wind velocity and their fluctuations can be reliably reconstructed. The developed TDSI was also applied for reconstruction of the temperature and velocity fields in outdoor [3] and indoor [4] acoustic tomography experiments carried out by scientists from the University of Leipzig. The results obtained showed successful reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields, which were in a good agreement with in situ measured data where those were available.

4. RECONSTRUCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND VELOCITY FIELDS

After a thorough testing and refinement, the TDSI algorithm was applied for reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields in acoustic tomography experiments with the BAO tomography array. The results presented below [9] correspond to the tomography experiment, carried out on 09 Jul 2008 at 21:31-21:33 UTC (15:31-15:33 of local time).
Figure 2 depicts the temporal evolution of the travel time $\tau_i(t)$ of signal propagation from speaker 1 to microphone 1 shown in Fig. 1. The travel time was calculated every 1.5 s during 180 s of the tomography experiment. The travel time gradually changes from one measurement to another due to changing temperature and wind velocity fields. A maximum deviation of the travel time from its mean value is of the order of 0.5 ms. Though not shown here for brevity, the travel times along other propagation paths depicted in Fig. 1 exhibit a similar temporal evolution.

The measured travel times $\tau_i$ were then used to reconstruct the temperature and wind velocity fields. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed temperature field $T(x,y)$, which corresponds to the time 21:32:30 of the experiment. The expected error in reconstruction is about 0.05°. Several “cold” and “warm” eddies are clearly seen in the figure. The eddies are reliably resolved since the temperature difference between them is larger than the error in reconstruction.

The magnitude of the wind velocity vector reconstructed for the same time 21:32:30 is depicted in Fig. 4. The expected error of reconstruction is 0.04 m/s. “Fast” and “slow” eddies are seen in the figure. Arrows indicate the direction of the wind velocity vector.

Similarly, the temperature $T(x,y)$ and wind velocity $\mathbf{v}(x,y)$ fields were reconstructed for other time moments of the tomography experiments. The resulting spatial fields were combined into two “movies”, which show temporal evolutions of the temperature and velocity fields for 180 s of the experiment.

5. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN ACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY

Though the BAO acoustic tomography array and the TDSI algorithm were built and developed to obtain results similar to those shown in Figs. 2-4, they can also be used for other research problems. In this section, we briefly outline some of these problems.

The BAO tomography array could be used a large sonic anemometer/thermometer for obtaining the area-averaged measurements of the temperature, wind velocity, and horizontal heat flux. Area-averaged measurements of these meteorological parameters are important since point measurements are often not representative due to spatial variations. An approach has been suggested to infer the vertical heat flux from...
the horizontal heat flux. Preliminary theoretical and experimental results obtained in this study are reported in [10,11].

The BAO tomography array can be used for testing theories of line-of-sight sound propagation through a turbulent atmosphere, including theories of broad-band propagation and temporal coherence, which are yet to be developed. In such experiments, the tomography array could provide information about both atmospheric turbulence and fluctuations in acoustic signals propagating through the turbulence.

Finally, to improve a spatial resolution of a sonic anemometer/thermometer, one might regard it as a small acoustic tomography array [10], and use the TDSI algorithm for fine reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields. Numerical simulations have shown that if the number of transducers in a sonic is doubled, its spatial resolution would increase by a factor of ten.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the layout and principle of operation of the BAO acoustic tomography array were presented. The array enables measurement of the travel times of sound signal propagation between different speakers and microphones, which constitute the tomography array. Efforts underway to upgrade capabilities of the BAO tomography array were outlined. The TDSI algorithm, which is used for reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields from the measured travel times, was briefly explained and the results obtained with this algorithm were overviewed. The results in reconstruction of the temperature and wind velocity fields in the acoustic tomography experiment at the BAO on 09 Jul 2008 were presented and analyzed. The use of the BAO tomography array and the TDSI algorithm in other research problems was discussed.
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